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ABSTRACT

Calculations are made for neoclassical resonant-plateau

transports in the geometry of the e f f e c t i v e l y axisymmetrized

tandem mirror GAMMA 10 magnetic f i e l d , which has minimum B inbord

anchors ins ide the axisymraetric plug/barrier mirror c e l l s .

Aziauthal d r i f t s a t the local non-axisymmetric regions are

included. The radial potential prof i le is . determined by solving

se l f cons i s t ent ly the charge neutral i ty equation. A f i n i t e

resistance connecting end plate to machine ground provides

appropriate boundary conditions on the radial e l e c t r o s t a t i c

potential d is tr ibut ion so that i t can be determined uniquely.

The calculat ion i s consistent vi th experimental resu l t s of

GAMMA 10.

Further communication about this report i s to be
sent to the Research Information Center, Institute of
Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan



1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a tandem mirror including minimum B mirror

cells for magnetohydromagnetic (MHD) stability may experience a large

radial plasma transport compared with classical one [1,2] . This

transport is especially large in the central cell because the

azimuthal drift A0 per one bounce of thermal bulk ions can be large

enough to satisfy the resonance condition 21 A6 I = (2fc+l )<r (fc is an

integer) due to sufficiently long transit time in the central cell

even with the current parameters. The neoclassical transport of a

tandem mirror has a remarkable character compared with toroidal

systems such as tokamak. that is. ion radial transport is much larger

than that of electrons due to difficulties for electrons to satisfy

the resonance condition because of much shorter transit time. Then

the electrostatic potential forms as a result of the charge balance.

The non-axisymmetrized tandem mirrors such as GAMMA 6 [3] ,

TMX-U [40 have non-axisymmetric mirror cells at both ends. In this

case the neoclassical transport calculation is rather simple because

it is possible to neglect the particle azimuthal drift in the

non-axisymmetric region in the zeroth order approximation [5] . It

was proposed that, even without considering azimuthal drifts in the

non-axisynwietric region, the contribution of the drifts may be

accounted for by cutting off the summations of resonances (similar to

Eq.(3) in form) at low fc's [6] . In the effectively axisymmetric

tandem mirror such as GAMMA 10 [7] the magnetic field is designed

such that the neoclassical radial transport is small as long as the

azimuthal drift across the magnetic field in the non-axisymmetric
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region is negligibly small. In this case azimuthal drift in the

non-axisymnetric region tends to enhance radial diffusion. In order

to evaluate the radial transport in the effectively axisymmetrized

configuration, it is necessary to include the effect of the local

particle motions in the non-axisymmetric region correctly. In this

paper we solve the orbit equation directly.

It is also important to calculate the radial potential

self-consistently for radial transport because the neoclassical

resonant-plateau transport depends sensitively on the radial electric

field. In analyzing the radial transport in TMX-U (8) , a parabolic

radial potential profile was assumed for evaluating the neoclassical

resonant-plateau transport. However the non-selfconsistent analysis

leads to a discrepancy from experiments, i.e. t^Cr) scales roughly as

r"2 in the calculation while TMX-U data indicate T^(r) almost

independent of r [8) . A trial of calculating self-consistent radial

potential profile in TMX configuration faced a problem of bifurcation

and difficulty in defining the boundary conditions of potential

profile (9) .

Actual experimental devices such as GAMMA 10 and TMX-U have

endplates at each end of the machine. The endplates are electrically

connected to the machine ground through finite resistance. The

resistance introduces additional restrictions to the radial potential

profile. We found that, in the calculation, each of the multi-valued

solutions of the potential can be identified in terms of net current

flowing through the resistance. This is a quite different feature

from that in tori (10] . A choice is made for a solution of the
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smallest electric field strength to be the most realistic solution if

an assumption is made that a system tends to be the most lossy state.

This scheme of finding the most realistic potential profile is made

possible by the introduction of the external resistance in the

theoretical model, motivated by experiment (11] .

In Sec.2 the calculation of neoclassical resonant-plateau

transport coefficients is shown including the particle azimuthal drift

in the non-axisymmetric region. In Sec.3 the ion radial confinement

time is calculated considering the finite endplate resistance to the

machine ground. A comparison between the calculation and experiments

is made in Sec.4. Summary is given in Sec.5.

2. NEOCLASSICAL RESONANT-PLATEAU TRANSPORT CALCULATION

According to neoclassical resonant-plateau transport theory [2]

the ion radial flux I"V may be written as

cr

Ar = acos20,

\
&Ti(r)'

and
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(2)

Here r and 0 are the radial and azimuthal angle coordinate,

respectively; a. Ad are radial step size and azimuthal drift per one

bounce, respectively; Zk is the energy at which a particle with

magnetic moment n satisfies the resonance condition Eq. (2). m, , 7*i

and q are ion mass, temperature and charge, respectively; <p the

electrostatic potential, Bs the magnetic field strength at solenoid

midplane, and Ls is the axial length of a tandem mirror.

The radial transport equation is obtained from Eq.(1) as,

(3)

As long as the azimuthal drift in the non-axisymmetric region is

neglected. Eq.(3} can be solved by the approximate method used by

Cohen C5) . However, in the effectively axisymmetric configuration

as of GAMMA 10, the transport coefficient is negligibly small if the
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azirauthal drift in the non-axisymmetric region is neglected.

Here we calculate the resonant-plateau transport coefficients in

the case that the azimuthal drift in the non-axisymmetric region is

finite. The drift equation is written in paraxial approximation as

(4)

f -off +§*<&- MB -aw).

g = l̂jr x Vd, K = *c+tf* + /cWe, • = k

Here 80 = B(z=zc) at the central cell midplane; 2s* is the magnetic

flux; c is the speed of light; the functional form of <p is assumed to

be p(*,2), i.e. independent of 6; k is the curvature of the magnetic

field line; K+ and K$ are the normal and geodesic curvature,

respectively, which have the relation:

(5)

K*. = |r

1 = o(z)xo. y = r(z)yo-
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Here primes denote partial derivatives with respect to z for fixed (*,

9); (x, y) are the coordinates of the magnetic field line starting

from (xo, yo ) at the midplane (z=zc). We assume the low beta (plasma

pressure / magnetic energy) limit in which the magnetic field lines

conform to the vacuum configuration. Integrating Eq.(4) along a

particle orbit for one bounce ( from z = zc to z = turning point and

back again to z = zc ) we obtain

A* = - £ f ^2^*(2e - nB - 2qp)sin29,
Vorbit V\\

= f ^ {
JorbitVn '

(6)

-j=-(e - /JB - qp).

If the azimuthal drift in the non-axisymmetric region is assumed

to be sufficiently small, the treatment can be simplified [12] . The

quantities 8, <p may be expanded around the midplane of the

non-axisymmetric region, as shown in Appendix A.

Figure 1 shows GAMMA 10 magnetic field profile along the axis.

The anchor minimum B midplane is located at z=520cm. Normal curvature

K* and geodesic curvature Kg are designed to be symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, around £=520cm to minimize the

neoclassical resonant-plateau transport [13) . The quantities a and

T characterizing the magnetic field line defined in Eq.(5) are plotted
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in Fig.l(c). A circular magnetic flux starting at the central

midplane (z=Ocn) is recircuralized at z=520ew firstly then at z=880cm

again where is the midplane of the axisymmetric plug/barrier end cell

located.

Figure 2 plots the radial step size a of a particle per one

bounce. Dashed lines represent Eq. (A-8̂ i in Appendix A. Solid lines

are obtained by solving the exact orbit equations (6). Here we have

calculated the orbits of a group of the particles uniformly

distributed in the 0 direction at the midplane in the central cell

with same energy and pitch angle. After the calculation of one bounce

of each particle, we obtain the midplane displacement Ar and A0 as a

function of 0P (0 coordinate at the plug). By Fourier transforming Ar

on dp and assuming Ar=cisin20p we determine a as a function of A0.

Although A0 is also a function of dp , we have averaged A0 over 0P

because the contribution of higher harmonics is small. Particles with

ex/eS0.134 pass to the plug, while particles with 0.134<e±/eg0.201

are reflected at the mirror throat at z = 756cm. Here c=nnir/2 and

ej.=m;i/i/2 and v± is the perpendicular component of the velocity at

the midplane in the central cell. The particles with cj./e>0.201 are

trapped in the axisymmetric region of the central solenoid

(I z I 5E280c»i in Fig.l). For particles with ci/e far from the

separatrix £i/c=0.134 the agreement between Eq. (A-8) and E3q. (6) is

good up to A0=5<r in Fig.2(a). However for the particles with ex/c

close to the separatrix. the disagreement becomes remarkable in the

range of AGSff as seen in Figs.2(b) and 2(c). Since AS is nearly

proportional to the radial electric field, the approximation employing
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the expansion is applicable only for the case of low electric field.

Therefore it becomes necessary to calculate the quantities dh&k/dz,

a, Ck by tracing the particle orbits in order to evaluate the

diffusion correctly in a wide range of A0.

The quantities of tk, dAQ/dr are calculated as follows. &9 in

Eq.(6) is rewritten as:

AO = -4-A0p(|) + VeA0,(|), (7)

here

A0P = c[ - g ^-g -̂

We assume that the electrostatic potential is constant along the

magnetic field line except in the neighborhood of the plug so that the

axial variation of <p can be neglected in Eq. (7). Until the end of

this section we further assume the electrostatic potential profile as:

= 1, (8)

• (•) = *(0)(l - ^ ) ,

•o = sZ-ift). L, = 20cm.
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In this approximation AQ in Bq.(7) is independent of *. Figure 3(a)

shows the calculated azimuthal drift per one bounce as a function of

ei/e for different ei . Here *o=e*(r=0) (e : the unit charge). In

Fig.3(a), for given A0 and ej./*o> there exist two or three solutions

of ej./e . The smallest ex/e comes from the VB drift, while others

come from ExB drift. High energy is required to satisfy the

resonance condition only with VB drift. Resonant particles are

identified by solving Bqs.(2) and (7). dbQ/dc is calculated from

Eq. (7) by noting:

Figure 3(b) plots I dAQ/dei as a function of E±/E . I dLQ/de\ is

large in the ranges ci/e = 0.13~0.134 and ei/e = 0.19~0.2,

indicating that azimuthal drifts of particles near the separatrix vary

depending very sensitively on the particle energy. In other words the

number of particles which satisfy the resonance condition is small in

the neighborhood of the separatrix.

Figure A shows the ion energy space including the resonance lines

which satisfy the condition Eq.(2) for fc=O. Here #(r=0)=200V and

€o=100eV. Label 1 represents the ions which reflect at the inner

mirror throat of the plug/barrier end cell, while label 2 stands for

the ions which pass to the plug region and are reflected by the plug

potential. Label 3 indicates the region where the ions are trapped in
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the axisymmetric central solenoid. The dashed lines are the

boundaries separating the three class of ions. A remarkable point is

that two separate resonance lines appear. An existence of the

additional turning points at the inner mirror throat of the

plug/barrier cell splits the resonance condition as given by two

lines, one of which shifts to the low energy region, because of the

difference of particle transit time.

The radial step size per bounce along the resonance line in the

region 1 is plotted in Fig.5(a), and that in region 2 in Fig.5(c) for

the case of *(r=0)=100V and eo=100eV. Solid lines plot the step size

of fc=O resonance and the dashed lines are the associated analytical

approximation given in Eq.(A-8). Because the azimuthal drift is not

large in the non-axisymmetric region, the agreement between the

calculation and analysis is good. The increase of radial step size

with increasing £j./eo reflects that the transit time in the

non-axisymmetric region is longer for larger c±/eo• The

step-functional dependence of the radial step size on exAo reminds of

the boundary layer problem (14] . The boundary layer effect extends

the range of the validity of the resonant-plateau transport into the

banana region. Figures 5(b) and 5(d) plot the quantity of Ho at

r = lent corresponding to Figs.5(a) and 5{c), respectively. Here Bk is

defined from Bq.(3) as:

"' 'ft e0 hi'
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T,

and Ti=eo is chosen. The exponential decay of Q) against ei/sro in

Figs.5(b) and 5(d) stems from exponentionally decreasing population of

resonant particles with £J_/£Q.

The resonance diffusion coefficient is determined by summing up

numerical integrations of tk on £±/e$ for each A:. Figure 6(a) plots

the diffusion coefficient Do (dashed line) at r=lcm as a function of

Ae,h , for the case of Ti = lOOeV. Here LBth= - (Ti/m, y
w2(cLs/Bor)Er and

Er=-d$/dr . Contributions to D<> from different resonances (fc=CN9 )

are also shown by solid lines. The diffusion via fc=O resonance peaks

at hQth-^TC and decreases rapidly with further increase of AQth • The

mechanism of the rapid decay of the diffusion with A9th is the

exponential decrease of the resonant particle population in higher

energy. The t=l resonance diffusion starts to increase around

A0(/,'\-;r/2 and then peaks at A0th^-3z. A remarkable difference of the

axisymmetrized configuration from non-axisyrametric configuration is

that the diffusion due to the fc=0 resonance is smaller than that of

the fc=l resonance. The resonance diffusion at low k (S3 ) remains at

low level because the rotation of the ions within the non-axisymmetric

region is not large. On the other hand at large k (fĉ -8) the

resonance diffusion is also small because the large rotation in the

non-axisymmetric region smoothes out the non-axisymmetricity. The

diffusion coefficient of /fc=2 resonance is smaller than that of fc=l

resonance or Jt=3 resonance because the ion radial step size has a zero
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value around A0 ~ -&r/2 as seen in Fig.2(a). Total diffusion is the

largest at AGtĥ -7ir and decreases with increasing A0t/, . The features

of D\ are similar to those of Do as shown in Fig.6(b). These features

• indicate the important contribution of radial electric field in

non-axisymmetric regions even in the axisymraetrized configuration as

of GAMMA 10.

In order to obtain the resonance diffusion coefficients Do and D\

quickly for further applications we employ analytic approximations as

described in Appendix B.

3. RADIAL TRANSPORT CALCULATION WITH ENDPLATE RESISTANCE

In this section we study neoclassical radial transports under the

condition that a plate placed at each end of the machine (endplate) is

electrically connected with the limiter to the radial wall through a

finite resistance.

We simplify the problem by assuming that electrons are lost to the

endplates along the magnetic field line and ions diffuse radially

across the magnetic field line. The electrostatic potential *(r) is

determined from the charge neutrality equation,

Ti(r) = r.<r), (ID

where
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r ;(r) = - atrf*. [DoffS + f? | f} + (Px - § * > > ^ h . (12)

re(r) = LteTdr-arr'-S-. (13;
JO Tpe

Here Fi is the ion radial loss, Fe is the electron axial loss,

Lhs = Ls / 2 , and Tpe is the Pastukhov confinement time [15,16] .

The boundary condition for $(r) at the wall is given as

*(r«al|) - *end = R X Inet OWe ) . (14)

Intir) = eT,(r).

Here R is the resistance between the end plate and the limiter, and

Inet (r) is the net current flowing into the endplate within the flux

tube of radius r. The radial coordinate is given at the midplane of

the central cell; r^u the radius of the limiter, and rcorc is the

radius of the core plasma within which the end loss current is

determined. itnj is the potential at the endplate. Hereafter we

assume $end = 0 .

The boundary condition of Bq.(14) permits nonzero values of

*(r«aii) and 6*(r1K,ij )/dr. It also provides a key for selection among

multi-valued solutions in solving the potential from the charge

neutrality equation. In Eq.(12) Do is a function of di/dr but not

of i, therefore Fi(r) is a function of only di/dr . Whereas the end

loss current in Eq.(13) is a function of *(r). Then d$/dr is solved

for an equation Fi=const. Hereafter n(r), T,, (r), and 7e(r) are
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assumed to be:

r2
n(r) = noexp (- -—*

7;(r) = TiOexp (- -f^\ , (15)
T

Te(r) = max[ TeOexp{- - ^ } , lOeV
Lie

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) plot an example solution of Eq. (11). In these

figures the parameters of no=3x 10"c/if3 , 7;o=100eV , Teo=lOOeV ,

Ln=10cm, Ln=<
x>cm • Lie=\Qcm are used, and the resistance is chosen to

be R = 1CK2. Figure 7(a) plots Fi~re as a function of A6th . i.e. E,,

at r̂ -5cm . It is seen that three roots satisfy the equation

H - fe = 0 . However, the electron axial transport depends on $.

which indicates that the three roots of different £r gives different

electron axial transport. This is contrast to the closed

system [17] . Figure 7(b) plots two solutions, i.e. the ion radial

loss equated to the electron axial loss and the associated

electrostatic potential as a function of r. The solid lines represent

the solution of the lowest Er , while the dashed lines indicate that of

the largest Er • Although the solid and dashed lines appear very close

to each other in the potential profile, a noticeable difference

appears in the ion radial transport. If we reasonably assume that the

system tends to approach a state of the largest diffusion, we can

choose the case of the lowest E, as the most realistic solution.
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Figures 8(a) and 8(b) plot the nonambipolar resonant-plateau

confinement time TJL* against the plasma potential vith respect to the

limiter, $(r=Q)-$vau . Here imii = t(rmn), and rUf is obtained from:

cor.

27irn(r)dr,

- exp { - rL* / U2 }] , (17)

The used parameters are that Ln=20cm, Ln
=cocm , LTe=10cm , Tio=100eV ,

noxTeo is fixed to be 3xl0l3eVcnf3 . and Teo is varied from 2OeV to

lfceV. The endplate resistance is fixed at R=10Q in Fig.8(a) and at

R=105Q in Fig.8(b). Solid lines in Fig.8 are obtained by calculating

the self-consistent potential from Bq.(11).

The confinement time is a monotonously decreasing function of

potential, which has a dependence of rl4 oc [*(t-=0)-*ua[i]''
 5 for

rjf^ 100msec and TJ? OC (#(r=0 )-*«,<t ] "3 for T![1<>100»isec, in the case of

R = 100. On the other hand r^ <x C*(r=0)-*«,/j] ~z for rIA>100;»sec, in

the case of R = lf/Q. A variation in density does not influence the

confinement time so much because the density appears only in the

electron collision time in the charge neutrality equation. The

temperature affects T± noticeably because Te changes the electron

axial loss greatly through e*/Te in Tpe • Dashed lines in Fig.8 plot

the relation
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4(
Ln

 l lO Lf

+ (D, - fDo}-^ ) }, (18)

which is obtained by assuming the potential profile of Eq.(8). The

parameters used to obtain dashed line in Figs.8(a) and 8(b) are the

same as those of solid line, while Ln=20cm is assumed to calculate

the broken line. An interesting difference between Eqs.(16) and (18)

is that selfconsistent solution (16) gives a monotonic decreasing

function of $(r=0) while Eq.(18) is an oscillating function of

*(r=0).

Figure 9(a) plots the potential profile obtained from Eq.(ll) for

different resistances. Note that the height of the potential from the

endplate is plotted. The parameters used here are Teo=lOOcV ,

rio=100eV, no=3x 10"cm'3 , Ln=2Dcm, Lre=\Ocm , and Ln-°°cm . In the

case of low R, the potential profile is narrow and fairly insensitive

to Ft smaller than ltfn. However for larger R Oltf'Q ), the potential

profile tends to be flatten with increasing R. For the smaller R the

potential profile depends on the Te(r) profile, while for larger R

( S lĈ fi ) the potential profile does not depend on the re(r) profile

so much. The radial potential difference between r=0 and r=rv,n

depends on R more sensitively than the difference between $(r=0) and

the endplate potential. This is associated with the strong dependence

of the ion transport on the radial electric field. Figure 9(b) plots

against r. Here rlA(r) is defined for each concentric plasma
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column of radius of r as:

(19)

In the case of R£W3Q , T^(r) is nearly flat within a factor of 2--3 ,

while in the case/?Sl05fi rlA(r) increases radially with r. This

contrasts with the case that the potential profile is assumed to be

parabolic, in which T L (r) is roughly proportional to r~- (8] . The

result for small R comes from that e$(r}/Te(r) is almost constant

radially and so is the electron axial loss according to the Pastukhov

scaling. However for large R, the result that *(r) is roughly

independent of r leads to the reduction of electron axial loss with

increasing r due to radial decrease of the temperature and to the

increase of T^1 with radius.

Figures 10(a) and IO(b) plot T5L* against the endplate resistance.

The parameters used here are T;o=100eV, no=3* 10"cm"3 , Ln=20cm,

Lr,=i0cm . In Fig.lO(a), Te0 is varied for LTi==°cm and in Fig.lO(b)

Ln is varied for Teo=lOOeV . The relation between VJ* and R may be

separated into two regions. For smaller R, T*L is constant at low

level, while for larger /?, T!A increases with R a s t i 1 oc R° 9 . The

rt-R curves shift vertically depending on the electron temperature

Teo - An increase in Teo leads to the increase of fe which is required

to balance r\ so that Tx1 OC ry1 decreases with increasing Teo . For a

fixed TfO » Tj? at low R decreases with decreasing width Ln of ion

temperature profile. This is due to increasing contribution of a
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mobility term at peripheries proportional to qdi/1'idr as given in

Eq.(12). At large/?, the variation of tf with 7eo disappears. A

similar feature is observed in the dependence on Lyt or on Ln.

However, the variation of Lre (5cm £ Lu S °°cm ) changes TJ[A at most

a factor 3 with a minimum value at Lje ~ 10cm T1A for Ljt = 10cm in

the region of R < 103fi and does not change at all in the region of

R > lC/n . The influence of the density profile on rf is smaller

than that of the electron temperature profile.

4. COMPARISON WITH CAMMA 10 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we compare the calculated resonant-plateau

transport with the GAMMA 10 experimental results. Detailed

informations about GAMMA 10 have been given in Ref.(7). In the

experiments the 28GJ/z electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRU) is

applied to plug and barrier region. 25fceV neutral beam are obliquely

injected (41* against the magnetic field line) in the barrier region,

and 45fceV neutral beam are also injected obliquely (71* to the

magnetic field line) in the anchor region. The endplate at each end

is separeted into 4 sections in the 0 direction and 5 sections in the

r direction. (Core region includes 3 sections in the radial

direction.) Each segment is connected to the machine-ground through

variable resistances. Figure 11 shows rl* as a function of endplate

segmented resistance Rs. Here /?, = 12/?. Solid line is obtained from
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the calculation of Eq.(ll). Used parameters are n(0)=3-< 10"/cc ,

re=100eV, Ti=100eV, Ln=20cm, LTe=10cm , Ln=7cm . Experimental results

are plotted with solid circles [113 • The analytical calculation

agrees well with experimental data.

In the range of Rs<10
3Q , ri* is almost flat against Rs . A

theoretical explanation is as follows. As seen in Fig.SK'a), for small

R, a substantial fraction of potential drop lies at the periphery. An

associated change in $ with decreasing R, is easily compensated there

so that, in the core region, the potential profile remains almost

unchanged. Therefore the ion transport is not sensitive to the

smaller R. According to the theoretical analysis given in Sec.3, the

electron temperature at r = Ocm and the ion temperature profile play

an essential role to determine rIA for low R. A quantitative

agreement between the experimental and theoretical values of ri1 in

the region of Rs -v lO
5^ requires that a component of electrons with

Te(r=0) = KKlOQeV play a dominant role in determining T± in the

experiments, while there may exist high energy components of electrons

in the plug/barrier region [18,19,20] . The observed Tx4 in the

region of Rs ~ lĈ fi is theoretically reproducible if assumption is

made that Ln = 7 ~ 10cm though the profile of the ion temperature is

not measured yet. The reason for this assumption is given as

follows. In the experiments the profiles of the density and electron

temperature are measured as a function of r and are well approximated

by the analytical model employed above. If the ions are assumed to be

heated by the electron drag, the ion temperature profile is almost the

same or a slightly flatter than that of the electrons, in which case
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Lji = 7 ->- 10cm may be a good approximation. If Ly, ~ Ln the

calculation predicts TJ* much larger than the experimental value

almost by a factor of 10.

Figure 12 plots the potential profile at the barrier measured with

a AvP beam probe C21 ] for different endplate resistances. The

potentials at endplate segments are also plotted in Fig.12. Here the

radial coordinate (upward from the magnetic axis of the machine) is

mapped to the central cell midplane along magnetic field lines. The

qualitative features agrees with the calculation in Sec.3. Namely,

the radial potential difference $(r=0)-$mu decreases with the

increase of the resistance, while the axial potential difference

$(r=0)—$end is relatively insensitive to the resistance. Though the

potential profile tends to flatten with increasing resistance, the

change in the profile is not so remarkable as theory predicts. The

discrepancies from theory may be attributed to that the potential

profile is observed not at the central cell but at the thermal barrier

or to the difference in the boundary condition at the endplate, i.e.

one plate in theory vs. segmented plates in the experiment.

5. SUMMARY

Calculations are made on the neoclassical resonant-plateau

transport in the configuration of GAMMA 10 tandem mirror, which is

effectively axisymmetrized. When effects of the ion rotation in the
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local non-axisymmetric region are included, confinement properties

similar to those in non-axisymmetrized tandem mirrors appear. The

diffusion stemming from fc=O resonances is smaller than that from

middle fc (=2-̂ -5) resonances. This is an essentially different point

from a non-axisymmetrized tandem mirror [9] , indicating that the

effective axisymmetrization is effective for suppression of lower k

resonance. The diffusion from high fc (-̂ 8) resonances is smaller than

that from the middle fc resonances because rapid particle rotations in

the non-axisymmetric region smooth out effects of non-axisymmetries.

The ion neoclassical confinement time is calculated by considering

a self-consistent radial electrostatic potential. Each root of

multi-valued solutions of the charge neutrality equation corresponds

to a different ion radial confinement time for a given resistance

externally inserted between the radial limiter and the endplate. The

root of lowest E among the multi-valued solutions gives the state of

the largest diffusion. This root is chosen to be the most realistic.

The radial distribution of ̂ ( r ) depends on the endplate

resistance. For R £ 3fcQ, ̂ ( r ) is almost flat, which is similar to

the results given in Ref.(8). The electron temperature at r = Ocm and

the ion temperature profile have main effects in determining TUP as a

function of the endplate resistance.

The calculation of TI*(R) agrees with GAMMA 10 results. However

the detailed measurements of ion temperature profile are necessary for

further comparison with neoclassical transport theory. Especially the

transport in the peripheral region is important for determining T^4 .

Therefore quantities of Ti , Tt , and n are required to be measured in
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more detail in the whole region including peripheries. The

measurement of the potential profile at the central cell will give an

important information. It is also important to investigate the

relation between the potential and the high energy component of

electrons produced by ECRH. More detailed measurements in experiments

and further improvement in the calculation will provide a clear

picture of the ion transport mechanism in tandem mirrors.
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APPENDIX A: NEOCLASSICAL RESONANT-PLATEAU TRANSPORT CALCULATION

FOR SMALL AZIMUTHAL DRIFT IN NONAXISYMMETRIC REGION

In this Appendix calculation is made on Ar and A9 for the case

that the ion azirauthal drift in the non-axisynunetric region is small,

as was done by Cohen {12) . In this case the quantities B. p are

expanded around the midplane (z = za) of the minimum B mirror cell.

B(z) = B(za) + SB,

6{. (A-l)

Retaining only first order quantities we obtain

60 =

sin20a) (4-2)

Here zp is the location of the plug, d.8 = 6(z) - d(Za) , and subscript

a denotes the quantity at z = Za. Assuming <p(*,z) = *(*)C(2r),

C(0) = 1, we obtain from Eq.(A-2)

6* = /c5sin20o + KcCOs2Ga, (A-3)
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gin;

and.

here,

r.-jT

Ii = / 'dzKoSB = r"dzK»(B - fia),

I2 = T'oLr̂ SC = r'dzKttt - Co).

(A-5)

I dzKo - K0cos29a),

ds(»c+ -

We assume that the azimuthal angle of the particle increases linearly

in space from flc at z=zc to Ba at z=Za and then to 8P at z=zp. Then

Eq. (A-3) is written as
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A* = Kssin(2ec + 289a) + Kecos(29c + 28da)

+ Kssin(20c+45e-256a) - Kccos(2ec+45e-26ea),

= 2(KSCOS {2(S0-S0a}} + Kcsin 12(88-&Ba)} J

x sin {2(0C+S0)| . (A-6)

Here

h = /

J8 = /

When ExB drift dominates the ̂ B drift, the main contribution to

Eq.(A-6) comes from the first term in the right hand side of K C in

Eq.(A-3). Then the radial displacement per bounce is obtained from

Eq. (A-6):

in {2(60-50a)J ) sin(20p), (4-7)

or

a = -J- (Kscos (2(50-50a)} + iccsin (2(60-S0a)} ) . (4-8)

On the other hand, the resonance energy Ck is obtained from Eq.(A-4),

by neglecting the curvature drift term, to be
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(4-9)

where is given by Eq. (2). Using Eqs. <6 ;, (A-5), we obtain

where

1/2

(4-10)

(4-11)

The quantities in Eqs.(A-5 characterizing GAMMA 10 magnetic field

configuration are given in Table 1. Here plug in Table 1 corresponds

to the quantities in Eq.(A-5) in which the integration is carried out

from z=zc to z=zp , while anchor in Table 1 means the integrations are

carried out from z=zc to z=Za in Eq.(A-5).

Table 1

Plug

Anchor

Io

i.esxio"6

-4.71 x-10"5

II

3.85X10"6

4.09:<10"5

12

0.0

0.0

13

6.91 x 10"3

-l.OBxHr*

I*

-1.78* 10~9

-2.44x10-'°

15

9.60XIO1

5.20X102

16

-9.38X10"5

-4.41 xlO"5
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APPENDIX B: APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION OF RESONANT-PLATEAU

TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

In this Appendix approximate expression for Do and D\ are obtained

by root mean square method. Here Do and D\ are the neoclassical

resonant-plateau transport coefficient defined by Eq.(3), which are

calculated for Tj=lOOeV. The results are shown in Figs.13(a) and

(b). Here the solid lines are the result of exact calculation and the

dashed lines plot the best fit approximations, which are given as

Do = r2 ( AO + Alx(±) + A2x(|)2 + A3x(|)3

±) + A7x(±y

(B-l)

D, = r* ( BO

+ S4x(±) + B5x(|L) + B6x(^) + B 7 x ( ^

+ fi8x(±)8 + B9x(±)3 ). (B-2)

Here r is the radial position (cm), $ is the electrostatic potential

at r=0cm. The potential profile is assumed as to be Eq.(8). Do and

D\ and its derivatives on $ are continuous in the entire region. The

coefficients of Eqs.(B-l) and (B-2) are given as follows:

(i) for the case 0<*£80V ,
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*0 = 100.OV,

40 = 0.0. 41 = 0.0.

AZ = 0.3017394932x10°,

44 = D.O, 45 = 0.0.

47 = 0.0, 48 = 0.0,

80 = 0.0, B\ = 0.0,

82 = 0.4396640768x10°,

84 = 0.0, B5 = 0.0,

87 = 0.0, 88 = 0.0,

( i i) for the case 80V<*s£300l' ,

*o = 300.0V,

AO = -2.203899725xl0-2,

AZ = -7.459736754x10',

A4 = -1.519305610X103,

46 = -1.800384467X103,

48 = -4.619133634x10',

80 = -3.375244443xl0-2,

8 2 = 1.140357554x10',

84 = 4,523159128xl03,

86 = 2.100558230X104,

8 8 = 7.518275470X103,

( i i i ) for the case 300V<*s£900V ,

•o = 900.0V,

AO = -2.983745281 x 101, 41 =

A2 = -4.798472438X103, 43 =

44 = -5.401809426xl04, 45 =

43

46

49

83

86

89

= 0.

= 0

= 0

= 0.

= 0

= 0

0.

.0,

.0,

0,

.0.

.0.

41 =

43 =

45 =

47 =

49 =

81 =

83 =

85 =

87 =

89 =

3.734838166 <10°,

5.118156997^ 102,

2.289094353* 103,

6.580870229-:102,

-2.110359886 < 10'.

2.140406911 x 10°,

-6.112949509X102,

-1.365054105xl04,

-1.748428789* 104,

-1.312336260 xlO3.

5.904397682xl02,

2.097910460 xlO4,

8.562567176xl04,
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46 = -8.438286825x10*, 47 = 5.026969395 x 104,

48 = -1.652008047xl04, 4 9 = 2.287652433 x 103,

6 0 = 4.180682705x10', Bl = -6.935782281 x 102,

82 = 5.656446818X103, B3 = -2.927285919 x 104,

B4 = 9.893389451 xlO4, B5 = -2.117570717x to5 ,

B6 = 2.807883962* 105, B7 = -2.227737133 xlO5,

8 8 = 9.680554855 *10+, 89 = -1.772103372x 10*.

(iv) for the case 900V'<*=£ 1600V ,

*,) = 1600.0V,

AO = -2.223909902X104, 4 1 = 2.708754135x 10s,

42 = -1.450188710X106, 4 3 = 4.479575553 xlO6,

44 = -8.800235234X106, 4 5 = 1.140612640x 107,

46 = -9.757498849X106, 4 7 = 5.314643852x 106,

48 = -1.673073490X106, 4 9 = 2.320176086X105,

BO = -1.183153839X105, B l = 1.429967112x 108,

82 = -7.595888936X106, 8 3 = 2.327993537 xlO7,

B4 = -4.537873544 xlO7, 8 5 = 5.836317255xl07.

86 = -4.954567620X107, B7 = 2.678063655 x 107,

B8 = -8.366452179X106, 8 9 = 1.151368437x10".

(v) for the case 1600V<*£3000V ,

#0 = 3000.0V,

40 = -6.986368609X103, 4 1 = 7.414467048x10*.

42 = -3.266638944X105, 43 = 7.534618474 x 10s,

44 = -8.977821285x105, 4 5 = 3.007544449 xlO5,

4 6 = 5.747755502X105, 47 = -8.175604181 x 105,

4 8 = 4.322977672X105, 49 = -8.644071737x104,
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60 = 1.050920583;<103, 81 = -9.713701557 < 104,

E2. = 1.045383742 < 106, B3 = -5.093583065 < 106,

M = 1.416511969*107, 65 = -2.440637317< 107,

B6 = -2.661649425 xlO7, B7 = -1.792990366 - 107,

B8 = 6.821737367xl06, B9 = -1.1227a5105; 106.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l

The GAMMA 10 magnetic field configuration, (a) magnetic field

profile along z-axis is shown by solid line and dashed line shows

the electrostatic potential profile used in the calculation, (b)

the normal curvature *:+ and the geodesic curvature KO are plotted

by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Here K+ and tee have a

dimension of 1/Gcnr. (c) a is shown by solid line and T by

dashed line.

Fig. 2

The ion radial step size per one bounce at r = lcm for different

cj./c : (a) d/e = 0.1, (b) e±/e = 0.125 , (c) cx/t = 0.132 .

The solid line is obtained by exact calculation of the ion orbits

while the dashed line is from the analytical calculation of

Eq.(A-8) in Appendix A.

Fig.3

Energy dependence of ion azimuthal drift, (a) rotation per one

bounce, (b) energy derivative of the rotation. Here

*o = e*(r=0) and *(r=0) = 100V.

Fig. 4

Classification of central cell ions in the energy space. Ions in

region 1 travel to the plug, those in region 2 are reflected by

the inside mirror throat, and those in region 3 are trapped

within the central cell. The dashed line between 1 and 2

indicate zi/z - 0.134 and that between 2 and 3 ci/e = 0.201 .

The bold curves denote the resonance line for k - 0. Here the
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potential profile is assumed by Eq.(8).

Fig. 5

Radial step size ((a), (c)} and the k = 0 resonant-plateau

diffusion coefficient at r = Icm ((b) and (d)} of ions belonging

to the resonance lines in Fig.4. The plots in (a) and (b)

correspond to the resonance line in the region 1 while (c) and

(d) to that in region 2. Dashed lines plot the analytical

calculation of Eq.(A-8) in Appendix A, while solid lines show the

result of exact calculation of the particle orbit.

Fig. 6

Neoclassical resonant-plateau diffusion coefficients at r = lcm

for 7i = lOOeV. k is the resonance number defined in Eq. (2).

A0th=- (Ti/Mi)~I/2 (cLs/Bor)£r and Er=-d$/dr . The potential

profile is assumed by Eq.(8). Solid lines indicate diffusion

coefficient comming from each k resonance, and dashed line shows

the summation of all fc components.

Fig.7

The dependence of the flux difference r\ - fe on AOth at

(a) and the radial profile of ion flux and potential (b).

Fig.8

The dependence of the nonambipolar confinement time Tjt1 on the

potential height of the central cell from the wall $(r=0) -

for R = 10£J (a) and R = I^Q (b). Solid lines are obtained by

solving Eft.(II) with self-consistent potential included, and

clashed lines and broken lines are calculated from Eq. (18). Here

dashed lines represent the case Ln = °°cm , and broken lines the
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case Lji = 20cm . The electron temperature is varied from

Teo = 2DeV to lkeV but keeping noTeo = 3^10
l3eV7cm3 constant in

calculating the solid lines in (a) and (b .

Fig. 9

The radial profile of the electrostatic potential (a :• and the

nonambipolar neoclassical resonant-plateau confinement time (b)

for different endplate resistance. Here ri*(r) is normalized by

rlA(r=0) in (b).

Fig. 10

The dependence of nonambipolar neoclassical resonant-plateau

confinement time on the endplate resistance for various Teo (a)

and Ln (b). Here Ln = °° in (a) and Teo = lOOel' in (b). Solid

lines are calculated and dashed lines are exterpolations of

them.

Fig.11

Nonambipolar confinement time •$ as a function of termination

resistance of each endplate segment. Dots represent the

experimental data and solid line shows the result of the

calculation.

Fig.12

Electrostatic potential profiles measured by a Au° beam probe at

the barrier of GAMMA 10 and the endplate potential.

Fig.13

The neoclassical resonant-plateau transport coefficients. The

solid lines are the calculation corresponding to the dashed lines

in Fig.6. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) are the approximation
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to the solid lines, which are represented by Eqs.(B-l) and (B-2,

respectively.
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